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Background: Database-searching methods based on sequence similarity have
become the most commonly used tools for characterizing newly sequenced
proteins. Due to the often underestimated functional diversity in protein families
and superfamilies, however, it is difficult to make the characterization specific
and accurate. In this work, we have extended a method for active-site
identification from predicted protein structures. 

Results: The structural conservation and variation of the active sites of the α/β
hydrolases with known structures were studied. The similarities were
incorporated into a three-dimensional motif that specifies essential requirements
for the enzymatic functions. A threading algorithm was used to align 651
Escherichia coli open reading frames (ORFs) to one of the members of the α/β
hydrolase fold family. These ORFs were then screened according to our three-
dimensional motif and with an extra requirement that demands conservation of
the key active-site residues among the proteins that bear significant sequence
similarity to the ORFs. 17 ORFs from E. coli were predicted to have hydrolase
activity and their putative active-site residues were identified. Most were in
agreement with the experiments and results of other database-searching
methods. The study further suggests that YHET_ECOLI, a hypothetical protein
classified as a member of the UPF0017 family (an uncharacterized protein
family), bears all the hallmarks of the α/β hydrolase family. 

Conclusions: The novel feature of our method is that it uses three-dimensional
structural information for function prediction. The results demonstrate the
importance and necessity of such a method to fill the gap between sequence
alignment and function prediction; furthermore, the method provides a way to
verify the structure predictions, which enables an expansion of the applicable
scope of the threading algorithms.

Introduction
Progress in genome sequencing projects has led to an
exponential growth of available genomic data (http://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Web/Genbank/index.html). But the
degree to which we can benefit from this enormous poten-
tial resource of data will depend largely on our ability to
interpret the functions of the genes and the gene prod-
ucts. Usually, function of proteins is predicted by sequence
comparison to proteins of known structure and/or func-
tion. The basis of this approach is the commonly accepted
notion that similar protein sequences must have a common
ancestor and they must therefore have similar structures
and related functions. 

It is also known, however, that the approach is not always
reliable because of functional divergence within a protein
family, especially when the sequences have diverged so
much that the sequence similarity between them is barely
recognizable. For example, the structure of the human
rhinovirus 3C proteinase is very similar to that of the
other members of the trypsin family. The virus protein

has protease activity like a trypsin, but it also has a unique
RNA-binding activity [1]. During evolution, new func-
tions can therefore be added to certain members in a
protein family. On the other hand, the original function
of an ancestral protein can also become lost; for example,
the plasminogen-related growth factors of vertebrates
contain domains that bear significant sequence similarity
to trypsins, but have no proteinase activity [2]. In fact, the
catalytic activity seems to have been abandoned by these
growth factors because they do not preserve the residues
in the catalytic site [2]. As more protein families become
known, more such examples will surely be found. Caution
must therefore be taken in dealing with the results of
function predictions based on only sequence similarity;
sometimes even relatively small differences in sequences
imply substantial differences in function.

The problem is more evident when one tries to deduce a
protein’s function from the results of a threading algo-
rithm. Using a library of structurally known proteins,
threading algorithms assign a fold to a query sequence
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based on sequence–structure compatibility ([3,4]; see [5]
and references therein for a review). The strength of
threading algorithms lies in their demonstrated ability to
find proteins that have vague or no sequence similarity
between them but that share a common fold. Because lack
of sequence similarity also implies functional divergence,
it is not surprising that there is less certainty in function
predictions deduced from the sequence-to-structure align-
ments produced by threading algorithms.

To make the function predictions more specific and
reliable, one can use a combination of various database-
searching methods to perform a detailed analysis. Com-
monly used database search methods can be roughly
classified into two categories: firstly, sequence alignment
methods such as BLAST [6], PSI-BLAST [7], FASTA
[8] and BLITZ (MPsrch) [9], which are based on finding
the extent of sequence identity between a given sequence
and another whose function is known; and secondly,
local sequence motif methods such as PROSITE (http://
expasy.hcuge.ch/sprot/prosite.html) [10], BLOCKS (http://
www.blocks.fhcrc.org) [11] and PRINTS [12,13], which
use local sequence information to identify sequence pat-
terns that are specific for a given protein family. The
information obtained from these two categories of methods
is not identical. The former outputs sequence similarity,
which implies homologous relationships; the latter outputs
matched sequence motifs, which suggest a common func-
tion of some sort, provided that the motifs were built
based on functional sites. Functional differences can be
expected in two proteins that have significant overall
sequence similarity, but have different residues at key
positions in the active site. Thus, when the results of
various methods are consistent, confidence in function
prediction can be increased. 

3D motif of the active site
A much more direct approach to function prediction
involves the identification of the active site in the molecular
structure of a protein. If all the key residues in an active
site can be identified and the residues are found to be
appropriately arranged in 3D space, then one can be much
more certain about the function prediction. This approach
requires a descriptor of an active site in terms of 3D coordi-
nates and residue identities. We call such a descriptor a 3D
motif of an active site. It must focus on those key structural
features of an active site that make the active site distin-
guishable from other parts of the proteins. From such a 3D
motif, we should be able to tell whether a given protein
structure has a specific biological function. 

As an example of the approach, we sought to build a 3D
active site motif for the α/β hydrolase fold family. Our 3D
motif was built in the same spirit as the Fuzzy Functional
Forms (FFF), described previously by Fetrow and Skol-
nick [14]. A special feature of our 3D motif is that it is

entirely composed of Cα coordinates. Since no sidechain
coordinates are necessary for identification of the active
site, accurate placement of sidechain groups, which is
often a problem in the predicted structures based on
homology modeling, is not a requirement.

The approach offers an automatic and systematic method of
extracting the residues critical for the enzymatic functions.
It should be mentioned that identification of the active-
site residues of a protein whose structure is known is not
always easy and straightforward. One often has to go through
a careful literature search. There are Web sites, such as
PDBSUM (http://www.biochem.ucl.ac.uk/bsm/pdbsum), that
list active-site information extracted directly from the
Protein Data Bank (PDB) files and ligand-binding sites
based on atomic distances. But the information is often
incomplete and sometimes inconsistent, because there is no
strict rule that defines the scope of an active site. 

We have applied the 3D motif to the functional analysis of
the Escherichia coli genome and focused on a particular
protein family, namely the α/β hydrolase fold family. Our
goal is to find all proteins encoded in the E. coli genome
that have an α/β hydrolase fold and actually exhibit hydro-
lase activity. We took an approach that combined the
results obtained from a threading fold prediction, multiple
sequence alignments and the 3D motif of active sites
developed in this work (see below).

The a/b hydrolase fold family 
The α/β hydrolase fold family was chosen for this study
because of the abundant available structural and biochem-
ical data (see reviews in [15,16] and references therein).
The α/β hydrolases are known to participate in many
physiological processes. The family encompasses a wide
range of enzymatic functions. Table 1 gives a list of known
members of this family obtained from a summary by
Cousin et al. [17]. The α/β hydrolases are also of signifi-
cant medical interest; for example, inhibitors of acetyl-
cholinesterase [18], a member of the family, are used in
the treatment of Alzheimer’s disease, myasthenia gravis
and glaucoma. Correct identification of novel members of
this family, therefore, could be potentially quite valuable.

Currently, there are 104 crystal structures in this family
deposited in the PDB [17]. All of these proteins share a
common fold that is formed by an open twisted β sheet
surrounded by α helices on both sides. Figure 1 shows the
structure of cutinase, which is the smallest known member
of the fold family. Most, but not all, members of the fold
family are enzymes, and all the proteins whose crystal
structures are in the PDB are enzymes. The active site of
all these enzymes is always located in the same position in
the structure. There are usually three key residues respon-
sible for the catalytic activity in the active site: histidine,
aspartate and serine, which are classically known as the
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catalytic triad [15]. The His, Asp and Ser in the catalytic
triad are close in structure (Figure 1), but do not form a
local sequence motif because they are distant in protein
sequence. The functional roles of the triad residues are as
follows: the sidechain group at the Ser position serves as a
nucleophilic center, the His sidechain acts as a general
base and is hydrogen bonded to the carboxylic group of
the Asp sidechain. His and Asp together form a charge
relay system. Also important are the surrounding residues
that form an oxyanion hole for stabilizing the transition
state intermediate and the Gly residues flanking the Ser
position that provide the structural flexibility required by
the catalytic reaction triad [16]. None of the active site
residues is known to be absolutely conserved throughout
the family, except for the His position [16].

Except for the nonenzymes, all the proteins in the fold
family are known to contain such a characteristic catalytic
triad, and these proteins catalyze reactions that contain a
hydrolysis step [16]; all of these proteins are therefore
hydrolases. The differences between the functions of the
various enzymes reside in their substrate specificity. Also,
note that the end products of the catalyzed reactions are
also affected by the presence of reactants such as peroxide
and other small molecules in the solvent; however, in our
function prediction, we did not attempt to predict the sub-
strate specificity or any other cofactors that may affect the
functions of the proteins. Rather, in this first step of func-
tion prediction, our focus is on the identification of the
catalytic triads in the predicted protein structures. When-
ever a functional catalytic triad is identified in a protein
that folds like an α/β hydrolase, we predict that the protein
is a hydrolase with yet unknown specificity. 

The procedure used in this work to identify members of
the α/β hydrolase fold family with hydrolase activity in
the E. coli genome is as follows. Firstly, a 3D motif is

constructed to identify the active site for the catalytically
active members of the α/β hydrolase fold family. Sec-
ondly, a threading algorithm is applied to protein sequences
encoded in the E. coli genome to identify those that might
have an α/β hydrolase fold. Thirdly, for each protein
sequence predicted to adopt the α/β hydrolase fold, PSI-
BLAST [7] is used to construct a residue conservation
profile. Fourthly, for each protein sequence predicted to
adopt the α/β hydrolase fold, we determine whether the
active-site residues match the 3D motif constructed in the
first step; and whether the active-site residues are con-
served according to the profiles obtained in the third step. 

Using this procedure, we have predicted that 17 E. coli pro-
teins have both the α/β hydrolase fold and hydrolase activ-
ity. The active-site residues in these proteins have been
identified. Confidence in these predictions varies and was
analyzed. We also discuss the factors that may obstruct the
function prediction and propose ways to deal with them.

Results
Building the active site 3D motif
The 3D motif we sought to build is a descriptor of the
active site of the α/β hydrolases. With such a descriptor,
one should be able to identify whether or not a given
protein structure has hydrolase activity and to identify the
functional residues. 

We started with the structure of glycerol lipase (PDB code
1gpl) [19] to build the consensus form of the active site of
the α/β hydrolases. The coordinates of the Cα atoms of the
His–Asp–Ser triad residues, which are not contiguous in
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Figure 1

The structure of cutinase (1cue) [31], a representative of the α/β
hydrolase fold family. The catalytic triad residues, His188, Asp175 and
Ser120, are shown as ball-and-stick models. This ribbon diagram was
produced using MOLSCRIPT [32]. 

D175

S120

H188
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Table 1

Functional diversity in the a/b hydrolase fold family*.

Lipases: Proteases:
Hepatic lipase Carboxypeptidase
Glycerol lipase Proline iminopeptidase
Bacterial lipase
Pancreatic lipase Other enzymes:
Lipoprotein lipase Bromoperoxidase
Hormone-sensitive lipase Hydroxynitrile lyase

Sterol acyltransferase
Esterases: Dienelactone hydrolase
Cutinase Haloalkane dehalogenase
Thioesterase
Carboxylesterase Nonenzymes:
Cholesterol esterase Glutactin
Acetylcholinesterase Vitellogenin
Butyrylcholinesterase Thyroglobulin

Neuroligin

*The list was adapted from [17].



sequence (Figure 1), and the flanking i–1 and i+1 residues
for each, which together form a 9–Cα motif, were chosen
to represent the active-site scaffold.

Then, a search for similar 9–Cα arrangements in 3D space
was performed on a database that contains 1038 nonhomo-
logous structures extracted from the FSSP (fold classifi-
cation based on structure–structure alignment of proteins)
database [20]. In the search, we considered any three
residues whose Cα–Cα distances are less than 12 Å from
one another, and in which one was a histidine. (The histi-
dine is irreplaceable in the catalytic triad.) The three
residues together with the flanking i–1 and i+1 residues
constitute a 9–Cα candidate scaffold that can be compared
to the 9–Cα scaffold of the 1gpl active site. By calculating
the root mean square deviation (RMSD) between each
candidate scaffold and the 1gpl active-site scaffold through
3D superimposition, the distribution of RMSDs for all
1038 structures was obtained (Figure 2).

Figure 2 shows that the 9–Cα scaffold is specific: all of the
proteins that are members of the α/β hydrolase fold family
have a 9–Cα scaffold with an RMSD (to the 9–Cα scaffold
of the 1gpl active site) of less than 1.0 Å. Note that these
proteins (listed in Table 2) are known by experiment to
have hydrolase activity. All other potential 9–Cα scaffolds
found in the 1038 structures have an RMSD greater than
1.0 Å from that of 1gpl. This same result can be obtained
by starting with the 9–Cα scaffold of any one of the 13 struc-
tures listed in Table 2; the choice of the 1gpl structure

itself is therefore not special. Choosing other members of
the family to create the 3D motif works equally well (data
not shown).

The 9–Cα scaffold of the 1gpl active site enabled us to
automatically group together all the members of the α/β
hydrolase fold family on the basis of a local 3D structure
around the active site, thus validating the method. We
propose this 9–Cα scaffold (i.e. the 9–Cα coordinates from
1gpl and the restricted His identity of the Cαs) as the 3D
motif of the active site for the α/β hydrolase fold family.
The 13 structures identified as having this active-site scaf-
fold are listed in Table 2. The catalytic triad consists of
sites 2, 4 and 5.

The 9–Cα scaffold geometry is clearly well conserved
throughout evolution. Are there other sites near the cat-
alytic triad that are also structurally well conserved in
this fold family? To answer this question, we superim-
posed all of the 104 known structures in the family
according to their 9–Cα scaffolds in the active site. We
sought structurally conserved Cα sites, which are defined
as follows: a Cα position where every member of the α/β
hydrolase fold family has a corresponding Cα atom within
1.5 Å when the structures are superimposed. In addition
to the 9–Cα scaffold, two extra Cα positions in the vicin-
ity of the catalytic triads were found to be structurally
conserved (Table 2, sites 1 and 3); however, the data in
Table 2 show that the sequence identity of residues at
these sites is not necessarily conserved.
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Figure 2

RMSD distribution of the potential active-site
scaffolds. The RMSDs were measured
between the 9–Cα scaffold of the active site
of the 1gpl structure (glycerol lipase [19]) and
the 9–Cα scaffold of the triplets in the
database of 1038 structures. Here, a triplet is
defined as any three Cα atoms within 12 Å of
each other, where one of the three residues
must be a His. The shaded area denotes
those that are the functional catalytic triads of
the known α/β hydrolases. The inset shows
the complete distribution, whereas the main
graph shows the expanded view.
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The functional roles of the two new sites have been well
characterized from the crystal structure studies [16]: site 1
is near the oxyanion hole, where the backbone atoms adja-
cent to the Cα position participate in forming hydrogen
bonds to the substrate; site 3 is an alternative position that
can host an Asp that can be hydrogen-bonded to His to
form the charge-relay system in the catalytic triad [15].

The sites listed in Table 2 do not include all functionally
important residues. The functional roles of the residue
positions flanking the catalytic triads have been reported
in the literature. For instance, in the hydroxynitrile lyase
(1yasA), a Cys residue at the i+1 position relative to the
nucleophilic Ser position participates in the oxyanion hole
formation [21]. In the case of haloalkane dehalogenase,
both i+1 and i–1 positions relative to the nucleophilic
center site were found to be functionally important [22];
however, sites 1–5 listed in Table 2 are structurally con-
served across the entire family.

In addition, the sites shown in Table 2 are critical to the cat-
alytic function [16]. The His at site 5 is not replaceable, but
site 2 can be either Ser, Asp or Cys and site 4 can be Asp or
Glu. These allowed, known variations can serve as criteria
from which we can judge whether or not the predicted
active site could exhibit the hydrolase catalytic function.

Fold prediction of the E. coli genome
The hybrid threading algorithm developed by Jaroszewski
et al. [23] was applied to the whole set of 4289 open reading
frames (ORFs) in the E. coli genome [24] to predict their
structures. The threading algorithm employed three dif-
ferent scoring functions and a library of 1038 nonredun-
dant structures collected from the FSSP database (see the

Materials and methods section). Thirteen of these 1038
structures have been identified previously as members of
the α/β hydrolase fold family (Table 2). 

For each query sequence from the E. coli genome, with
each scoring function, the hybrid threading algorithm
outputs the names of the five most compatible protein
structures. The alignments between the query sequence
and the sequences of the compatible structures were also
outputted. Because three scoring functions were used, 15
sequence-to-structure alignments were obtained for each
E. coli protein sequence. If any of the 15 structures that
align to a given query sequence is a member of the α/β
hydrolase fold family (listed in Table 2), it is called a hit.
The distribution of the threading scores of the hits is
shown in Figure 3. (The threading scores were calculated
as the logarithm of the significance scores [23].) The total
number of hits is 1003, which correspond to 651 different
ORFs, that is, 651 different ORFs have at least one hit to
a member of the α/β hydrolase fold family.

Can there be 651 proteins that belong to the α/β hydrolase
fold family encoded in the E. coli genome? The number
seems to be too excessive for a genome that has only 4289
ORFs. But which of them actually have a functional
hydrolase active site and what are the active-site residues?
These are questions answered in the following sections of
the paper.

Identification of the active-site residues
Putative active-site residues of the E. coli proteins were
identified from the sequence-to-structure alignments pro-
duced by the threading algorithm. Special attention was
paid to the catalytic triad positions (Table 2). A residue in
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Table 2

The structurally conserved active sites of the proteins in the a/b hydrolase family.

Active-site residues†

PDB* 1 2 3 4 5 Function Reference

1ac5_ G75 S176 N212 D383 H448 Carboxypeptidase [33]
1broA G31 S98 A123 D228 H257 Bromoperoxidase [25]
1cex_ G25 S104 G132 D159 H172 Cutinase [34]
1cvl_ G16 S87 G111 D260 H282 Triacylglycerol hydrolase [35]
1din_ E36 C123 Y145 D171 H202 Dienelactone hydrolase [36]
1ede_ G55 D124 N148 D260 H289 Haloalkane dehalogenase [37]
1gpl_ G78 S154 D178 D207 H247 Serine esterase [19]
1tca_ G39 S105 A132 D187 H224 Triacylglycerol hydrolase [38]
1thtA F41 S103 V125 D200 H230 Thioesterase [39]
1yasA T10 S79 N103 D206 H234 Hydroxynitrile lyase [21]
2ace_ G114 S197 S223 E324 H437 Acetylcholinesterase [40]
3tgl_ G77 S140 G171 D199 H253 Triacylglycerol acylhydrolase [41]
1ivyA G56 S150 N178 D372 H429 Carboxypeptidase [42]

*PDB code name with the fifth character denoting the chain label. †The
structurally conserved Cα positions in the active site are listed in five
columns: site 1 is part of the oxyanion hole; site 3 is the position
sometimes involved in forming an alternative catalytic triad; and sites 2,

4 and 5 are the catalytic triad positions [16]. Only the proteins that are
present in our structural library for threading and that are members of
the α/β hydrolase fold family are listed. 



the catalytic triad of an E. coli protein should have two
properties: firstly, it should have the appropriate identity
(allowing a shift in the putative alignment by at most three
residues) according to the 3D motif we constructed; and
secondly, it should be conserved among the close homologs
of the E. coli protein. 

Table 3 (continued in Table S1 in the Supplementary
material) lists all those ORFs encoded in the E. coli
genome in which a functional catalytic triad could be iden-
tified from threading alignments. According to the degree
of conservation of the catalytic triad residues in a multiple
sequence alignment, these ORFs were classified into three
categories: those having all three residues conserved; those
having only two residues conserved; and those having only
one residue or none conserved. Here, a residue is called
conserved if more than 40% of residues at this residue’s
position in a multiple alignment are identical to the
residue found in the original sequence. 

Table 3a contains a list of 16 proteins predicted to have
3D structures similar to the α/β hydrolase fold family that
function as hydrolases, as do other enzyme members in
the family. Among these proteins, it is experimentally
known that bioH is carboxylesterase and pldB is lysophos-
pholipase L2, both of which seem to be within the scope
of functions listed in Table 1. These can be regarded as
confirmed predictions. Other proteins listed in Table 3a
are hypothetical proteins. Most of them can be related to
the sequences that have one of the functions assigned in
the search (shown in the database annotation column in

Table 3) of the α/β hydrolase fold family by PSI-BLAST.
Thus, the results appear to be mostly consistent with PSI-
BLAST searches; however, there are a few exceptions.
The database annotation column also lists spermidine syn-
thase, nitrogen fixation activator and oxygenase, which do
not seem to be similar to the hydrolase functions listed in
Table 1. These could be the false positives, but it is also
possible that these proteins were picked up by the predic-
tion algorithm because they are multifunctional. Experi-
ments are needed to verify these predictions.

The functions of the proteins listed in Table 3b are uncer-
tain. PSI-BLAST search found that some of these proteins
are related to lipases and esterases. But with one of the
triad residues not conserved in a multiple sequence align-
ment of related proteins, it is suspected that these pro-
teins may function differently from the known members
of the α/β hydrolase family. 

The proteins listed in Table S1 (Supplementary material)
are predicted as unlikely to exhibit the hydrolase function
because, although the catalytic triad was found in the E. coli
sequence, the putative active-site residues are not con-
served in related proteins. Note that none of the proteins is
known to be a member of the α/β hydrolase fold family. 

YHET is a new member in the a/b hydrolase fold and
function family
In order to better illustrate the prediction procedure, we
will describe a specific case in detail. Protein YHET is
described as a hypothetical protein encoded in the E. coli
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Figure 3

Histograms of threading score distributions.
The threading score is the logarithm of the
significance score of the threading
alignments. The histograms include the
sequence-to-structure alignment in which an
E. coli ORF is aligned to a member of the α/β
hydrolase fold family with a threading score
among the top five alignments according to
the hybrid threading algorithm [23]. The
darker gray area denotes those that were
confirmed by functional site matching, which
corresponds to all cases listed in Table 3a
that have three conserved catalytic triad
residues. The inset shows the complete
distribution, whereas the main graph shows
the expanded view.
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Table 3

Structure/function predictions for E. coli ORFs for members in the a/b hydrolase fold family.

(a) ORFs with three conserved triad residues predicted to have hydrolase activity.

PID* Name† PDB‡ tp§ Score# N¶ M¥ Triad** Ident†† Database annotation‡‡

1786312 speE 1broA tt 3.5 288 42 7D110 5D238 9H269 0.14 Spermidine synthaseδ
1786312 speE 1yasA sq 3.4 288 42 5D88 5D238 9H269 0.20
1786545 1broA br 11.6 309 416 8S135 8D260 9H288 0.24 2-hydroxyl-6-ketonona

dienedioic acid hydrolase
1786545 1broA sq 15.5 309 416 8S135 8D260 9H288 0.25
1786545 1broA tt 14.0 309 416 8S135 8D260 9H288 0.24
1786545 1cvl_ br 4.4 309 416 8S135 2E279 1H294 0.17
1786545 1cvl_ sq 4.3 309 416 8S135 2E279 1H294 0.17
1786545 1cvl_ tt 5.2 309 416 8S135 2E279 1H294 0.14
1786545 1ede_ br 9.3 309 416 8S135 8D260 9H288 0.22
1786545 1ede_ sq 12.4 309 416 8S135 8D260 9H288 0.21 
1786545 1ede_ tt 12.2 309 416 8S135 8D260 9H288 0.21
1786545 1yasA br 5.1 309 416 8S135 8D260 9H288 0.21
1786545 1yasA sq 5.0 309 416 8S135 8D260 9H288 0.19
1786545 1yasA tt 7.2 309 416 8S135 8D260 9H288 0.20
1786551 1din_ tt 4.4 277 69 9S145 5D221 8H254 0.20 Esterase D
1786551 3tgl_ sq 5.2 277 69 9S145 8D199 8H254 0.18
1787415 1ede_ tt 4.4 521 62 5D187 6E318 4H359 0.19 Nitrogen fixation activatorδ
1787678 1thtA tt 4.7 585 256 8S115 9D230 9H260 0.16 Lysophospholipase
1788103 1gpl_ br 4.1 374 117 9C109 5D158 5H183 0.18 Oxygenaseδ
1788477 yeiG 1broA tt 4.4 278 74 9S145 6D223 9H256 0.14 Esterase D
1788477 yeiG 1din_ tt 5.8 278 74 9S145 6D223 9H256 0.16
1788477 yeiG 3tgl_ sq 4.0 278 74 9S145 2D211 9H256 0.20
1788598 yfbB 1din_ br 4.7 252 283 2S169 7D210 9H232 0.22 Esterase
1788598 yfbB 1din_ sq 4.4 252 283 2S169 2E208 9H232 0.20
1788598 yfbB 1yasA br 5.1 252 283 8S86 7D210 9H232 0.18
1788598 yfbB 1yasA sq 4.4 252 283 2C97 7D210 9H232 0.15
1788598 yfbB 1yasA tt 5.3 252 283 8S86 2E208 9H232 0.16
1788717 1ede_ br 3.7 416 26 4D202 6E343 5H392 0.19 Formyl coA transferase
1788817 1din_ br 5.4 240 33 9S119 9D167 9H199 0.18 Esterase
1788817 1din_ sq 4.6 240 33 9S119 9D167 9H199 0.18
1788817 1din_ tt 5.2 240 33 9S119 9D167 9H199 0.16
1788884 1broA br 6.7 293 338 9S165 9D236 3H273 0.20 Acylaminoacyl-peptidase
1788884 1broA sq 7.4 293 338 9S165 9D236 3H273 0.21
1788884 1broA tt 9.8 293 338 9S165 9D236 3H273 0.18
1788884 1din_ br 4.2 293 338 9S165 9D236 9H265 0.21
1788884 1din_ tt 7.3 293 338 9S165 9D236 9H265 0.21
1788884 1ede_ tt 7.2 293 338 9S165 9D236 9H265 0.15
1788884 1yasA br 3.4 293 338 9S165 1E245 9H265 0.14
1788884 3tgl_ sq 4.5 293 338 9S165 1E217 9H265 0.15
1789373 1din_ sq 2.7 136 59 5C27 9D74 9H105 0.32 Eienelactone hydrolase
1789373 1din_ tt 4.4 136 59 5C27 9D74 9H105 0.29
1789752 yheT 1broA br 4.3 340 65 9S153 8D280 9H308 0.21 Proline aminopeptidase
1789752 yheT 1broA sq 4.9 340 65 9S153 8D280 3H318 0.22
1789752 yheT 1broA tt 8.1 340 65 9S153 8D280 9H308 0.18
1789752 yheT 1ede_ tt 6.0 340 65 9S153 8D280 9H308 0.18
1789817 bioH 1broA br 11.3 256 414 8S82 8D207 9H235 0.23 Carboxylesterase
1789817 bioH 1broA sq 9.6 256 414 8S82 8D207 9H235 0.24
1789817 bioH 1broA tt 11.0 256 414 8S82 8D207 9H235 0.23
1789817 bioH 1cvl_ br 6.4 256 414 8S82 8D207 2H224 0.23
1789817 bioH 1cvl_ sq 6.0 256 414 8S82 8D207 2H224 0.21
1789817 bioH 1cvl_ tt 5.5 256 414 8S82 8D207 2H224 0.22
1789817 bioH 1ede_ tt 5.1 256 414 8S82 8D207 9H235 0.15
1789817 bioH 1yasA br 5.4 256 414 8S82 2D219 9H235 0.21
1789817 bioH 1yasA sq 4.4 256 414 8S82 8D207 9H235 0.18
1789817 bioH 1yasA tt 6.0 256 414 8S82 8D207 9H235 0.18
2367303 pldB 1broA br 4.1 340 262 8S139 8E270 9H305 0.18 Lysophospholipase L2†
2367303 pldB 1broA sq 4.5 340 262 8S139 8E270 9H305 0.19
2367303 pldB 1broA tt 7.4 340 262 8S139 8E270 9H305 0.17
2367303 pldB 1ede_ tt 5.8 340 262 8S139 8E270 9H305 0.11
2367303 pldB 1yasA br 5.5 340 262 8S139 8E270 9H305 0.22



genome. According to the annotation of YHET_ECOLI
in the SWISS-PROT database, it belongs to the uncharac-
terized protein family UPF0017, which contains nine pro-
teins homologous to YHET_ECOLI from a wide range of
organisms, including humans. All of these proteins are as
yet uncharacterized. 

Table 4 shows the results obtained from the hybrid thread-
ing algorithm for YHET. The threading scores show that
this protein may have an α/β hydrolase fold (denoted by
asterisks in Table 4), but alternative folds such as 1xsm_
cannot be excluded. According to the 3D motif, the most
plausible model was found in the alignment between
YHET and 1broA (Figure 4; 1broA is a bromoperoxidase
[25]), but YHET and 1broA share only about 20% sequence
identity, depending on the exact alignment (Table 3). The
alignments produced by hybrid threading suggest that the

C-terminal part of YHET (296 residues of the total 340) is
predicted to be similar to the structure of 1broA. In this
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Table 3 continued

Structure/function predictions for E. coli ORFs for members in the a/b hydrolase fold family.

PID* Name† PDB‡ tp§ Score# N¶ M¥ Triad** Ident†† Database annotation‡‡

2367303 pldB 1yasA sq 6.5 340 262 8S139 8E270 9H305 0.20
2367303 pldB 1yasA tt 9.2 340 262 8S139 8E270 9H305 0.18
1790634 yjfP 1din_ br 5.6 249 284 8S115 9D197 7H231 0.20 Enoate hydrolase
1790634 yjfP 1din_ tt 7.6 249 284 8S115 9D197 7H231 0.18
1790634 yjfP 1ede_ tt 5.5 249 284 8S115 9D197 7H231 0.16
1790634 yjfP 1yasA tt 4.3 249 284 8S115 9D197 7H231 0.12

(b) ORFs with two conserved triad residues and of uncertain function prediction.

PID* Name† PDB‡ tp§ Score# N¶ M¥ Triad** Ident†† Database annotation‡‡

1786682 ybaC 1broA tt 7.0 319 243 9S165 3E260 9H292 0.14 Lipase
1786682 ybaC 1din_ tt 5.6 319 243 9S165 3E260 9H292 0.20
1786902 1cvl_ br 4.1 254 405 8S89 1D215 1H237 0.21 Esterase
1786902 1cvl_ sq 4.3 254 405 8S89 1D215 1H237 0.23
1786902 1cvl_ tt 4.6 254 405 8S89 1D215 1H237 0.19
1786902 1yasA br 4.4 254 405 8S89 2D195 9H234 0.15
1786902 1yasA sq 5.0 254 405 8S89 2D195 9H234 0.17
1786799 fes 1yasA tt 4.4 374 13 9S255 1E338 7H349 0.12 Enterochelin esterase†
1787796 1broA sq 4.2 291 23 4S126 2D244 5H274 0.15 Dehydrin
1788037 1ede_ br 4.2 295 26 2C84 7E228 6H266 0.19 Exinuclease
1788952 tyrA 1ede_ br 3.7 373 65 2D190 7D335 5H348 0.20 Dehydrogenase† (PDB:1ecm)*
1789094 1cex_ br 4.0 212 37 4S104 3E152 9H165 0.20 Fuculose-phosphate aldolase
1789094 1cex_ sq 3.4 212 37 4S104 3E152 9H165 0.19
1789383 metC 1yasA br 3.9 395 267 2S155 6E344 8H374 0.20 β-cystathionase†
1789383 metC 1yasA sq 3.9 395 267 2S155 6E344 8H374 0.20
1790010 yiaT 1din_ sq 3.5 246 5 4S153 6D191 0H208 0.19 Not found
2367256 yicI 1gpl_ tt 5.8 772 64 5S469 3E488 8H522 0.17 α-Glucosidase

Table 4

YHET_ECOLI threading scores.

Fold Score (sq) Fold Score (br) Fold Score (tt)

1xsm_ 5.8 1xsm_ 4.9 1broA* 8.1
1eceA 5.2 1broA* 4.3 1ede_* 6.1
1bco_ 5.0 1crkA 4.1 1din_* 4.7
1an8A 5.0 1oxa_ 4.1 2dri_ 4.5
1broA* 4.9 1ac5_* 3.8 1cnv_ 4.1

The predicted folds are denoted by PDB code names with the fifth
character denoting the chain labels. The sq, br and tt refer to the types
of scoring functions (see text). *Structures in the α/β hydrolase fold
family. The threading score is the logarithm of the significance score of
the threading alignments.

*PID is the sequence ID number in GenBank. †Name is the gene name
of the E. coli protein sequence. ‡PDB is the PDB code name of the
predicted fold by which the sequence and structure were aligned (with
the fifth letter denoting the chain label). §tp is the threading scoring
function. #Score is the threading score. ¶N is the number of residues
of the E. coli protein sequence. ¥M is the number of nonredundant
sequences that were found to bear sequence similarity to the E. coli
protein sequence. These sequences were used to calculate the
conservation profile. **The catalytic triad residues. The last three digits
denote the residue numbers, the letters denote the residue identities,
the single digits in front of the letters denote the degree of

conservation obtained from a multiple alignment: 0 means 0–10%
conserved, 1 means 10–20% conserved and so on. ††Ident is the
sequence identity between the E. coli sequence and the predicted
structure as denoted by the PDB code name. ‡‡Database annotation of
function in SWISS-PROT (marked by the symbol †) or, if no such
annotation exists, the function annotation of a similar sequence found
in a PSI-BLAST search is listed in this column (without the symbol †).
The asterisk indicates those structures predicted by threading that are
not α/β hydrolases, but with high threading scores greater than 10. δ
indicates proteins for which annotations suggest function other than
hydrolase, but which might, in fact, be multifunctional.



alignment, Ser153, Asp280 and His308 in YHET form the
catalytic triad. These residues correspond to the triad posi-
tions at sites 2, 4 and 5 in 1broA in Figure 4. (Note that
there is a one-residue shift in the alignment at the His308
position.) We therefore predict that YHET is an α/β hydro-
lase with hydrolase activity.

Further support for this prediction is found in the multi-
ple alignment of YHET’s homologs, most of which are
members of the UPF0017 family annotated in SWISS-
PROT. The multiple alignment was obtained using PSI-
BLAST [7] and a conservation profile was calculated from
the multiple alignment. As shown in Figure 4, the profile
is represented in a string of single digits, on a 0–9 scale.
The three putative catalytic residues, sites 2, 4 and 5, are
well conserved. The position of Gly80, which is the
oxyanion hole position (site 1) according to the alignment
in Figure 4, is also strictly conserved. In fact, this result
does not depend on which member of the UPF0017
family is chosen as the query sequence. When using other
members of the UPF0017 as the query sequences and
then applying the threading algorithm and 3D motif, we
could find a conserved catalytic triad in all of them
(Table 5). We therefore predict that the entire UPF0017
family has the α/β hydrolase fold and the hydrolase activ-
ity. The substrate specificity of the members of the family
remains to be determined.

Further support for this prediction is also found using a
BLOCKS [11] search, which identified a local sequence
motif around the nucleophilic Ser position in YHET. The

local sequence motif is known as the nucleophilic elbow
motif [15,26] and is characterized by the glycine residues
at the i+2 and i–2 positions relative to the nucleophilic
Ser. The BLOCKS search reported that it found that
YHET contains this motif, but it was only ranked in the
35.3 percentile of anchor block scores for shuffled queries.

It should be noted that not all threading alignments
between YHET and the α/β hydrolases align the same set
of catalytic triad residues. For example, His318 in YHET
(boxed position close to the C terminus in Figure 4) is pre-
dicted as a catalytic triad residue in a threading alignment
to 1broA with the ‘sq’ type of scoring function, which is
simply the alignment produced by sequence information
alone (Table 3a). The threading score of this alignment
(4.9) is worse than that obtained from the ‘tt’ scoring func-
tion (8.1; Table 4), which uses some tertiary structure
information. More importantly, His318 is not conserved in
the multiple sequence alignment of the UPF0017 family
at all. We therefore predict that His308 is much more
likely than His318 to be a catalytic triad residue, and the
sequence-to-structure alignment of YHET to 1broA by
the sq scoring function is incorrect.

Evidently, this phenomenon reflects the fact that there is
some uncertainty in the local alignment. In fact, we have
observed in a number of examples that it would make
much more sense if the alignments generated by thread-
ing were locally shifted by one or two residues. This is
why we have allowed some flexibility in identifying the
catalytic residues from the threading alignments.
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Figure 4

The alignment of YHET to 1broA produced by
the hybrid-threading algorithm. The scoring
function used is ‘tt’, which uses both the
sequence and structure information of 1broA.
The bold numbers 1–5 below the sequences
denote the sites as described in Table 1. The
numbers above the sequences denote the
conservation profile on a 0–9 scale, 0
meaning 0–10% conserved, and 9 meaning
90–100% conserved. Blocked letters denote
matched sites between the two proteins. The
boxed residue is His318 aligned to site 5 in
1broA using a ‘sq’ scoring function, the
scoring method that uses sequence
information only.

      0000000000 0000000658 4744544537 9252244552 5322633442 1126533234
YHET  MAQITTTDAN EFSSSAEFIP MRGFSNCHLQ TMLPRLFRRQ VKFTPYWQRL ELPDGDFVDL
1broA ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----PFIT-V GQENSTSIDL

      3412222222 1272334479 3263323232 3132224132 6344322616 7362611122
YHET  AWSENPAQAQ HKPRLVVFHG LEGSLNSPYA HGLVEAAQKR GWLGVVMHFR GCSGEPNRMH
1broA YYEDH----G TGQPVVLIHG F--PLSGHSW ERQSAALLDA GYRVITYDRR GF-GQSSQPT

                          1      

      2132121336 2322322312 1232131243 9394961432 1643213111 331323224
YHET  RIYHSGETED ASWFLRWLQR EFGHAPTAAV GYSLGGNMLA CLLAKEGNDL PVDAAVIVS-
1broA TGY---DYDT FAADLNTVLE TLDLQDAVLV GFSMGTGEVA RYVSSYGTAR IAKVAFLASL

                                         2 3

      2422222211 2111412322 1124221222 2122111213 2122123222 1221223344
YHET  APFMLEACSY HMEKGFSRVY QRYLLNLLKA NAARKLAAYP GTLPINLAQL KSVRRIREFD
1broA EPFLLK--TD DNPDGAAP-- QEFFDGIVAA VKADRYAFYT GFFN-DFYNL DENLGTRISE

      2223322162 1222234212 32212        42182495 7353514823 262222333
YHET  DLITARIHGY ADAIDYYRQC SAMPM----- --LNRIAKPT LIIHAKDDPF MDHQVIPKP-
1broA EAVRNSWNTA ASGGFFAAAA APTTWYTDFR ADIPRIDVPA LILHGTGDRT LPIENTARVF

                                                         4

      3222632133 2232479334 3631323223 53 3342233 5325580000
YHET  ESLPPQVEYQ LTEHGGHVGF IGGTLLH PQM WL-ESRIPDW LTTYLEAKSC
1broA HKALPSAEYV EVE-GAPHGL ---------L WTHAEEVNTA LLAFLAK---
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Complications in the search for the active-site residues
In general, there are four possible reasons for incorrect iden-
tification of the active-site residues: local misalignment in
the sequence-to-structure alignments; previously unknown
variations at the active site due to novel functions derived
from the α/β hydrolase fold family or due to loss of function
altogether; incorrect fold prediction; and erratic sequences
due to errors in sequencing or in recording the sequences
into the databases. All of these possible causes were found
in the functional analyses performed here.

Local misalignments, such as those shown in Figure 4,
frequently occur in threading predictions and sequence
alignments. The problem is partly overcome by allowing
for small errors in the alignments and by checking not just
the threading prediction with the highest score, but a
number of top ranking threading predictions, as was done
here. Use of the conservation profile analysis can identify
possible problems and confirm possible predictions. 

Novel members of the α/β hydrolase fold family may use
different residues in the active site so that functional triad
residues cannot be identified in these proteins. The pro-
teins listed in Table 3b have only two well-conserved
active-site residues. The third conserved residue cannot be
found within 20 residues relative to the putative active-site
position. These proteins are therefore unlikely to possess
what we consider as ‘normal’ hydrolase catalytic triads. The
threading scores of these fold predictions are not high, but
neither are there better alternative folds predicted by the

threading algorithms. These results suggest that these pro-
teins might adopt folds that are similar to α/β hydrolases,
but might function with distinct reaction mechanisms. 

Of course, when the threading fold prediction assigns a
wrong structure to a protein, the active-site prediction
cannot be correct; however, the predicted active-site
residues could occur by accident; for example, the structure
of guaA, a GMP synthase, was determined by X-ray crystal-
lography (PDB code 1gpmA). By threading, one of the plau-
sible predicted folds is 1ac5 (PDB code), which is a member
of the α/β hydrolase fold family. According to the align-
ment, the catalytic triad residues are Asp239, Asp422 and
His487 (Supplementary material), which seem appropriate
for a functional triad; from the crystal structure of this
protein that is known, however, we know that these
residues are not located in the active site and are quite
distant from each other. Fortunately, use of the conservation
profile tells us that this is likely to be a coincidental match.
Asp422 and His487 are both unconserved among protein
sequences closely related to guaA (Supplementary mater-
ial). This example shows that use of a conservation profile
can help eliminate false positives in function prediction.

Other proteins listed in Table S1 (Supplementary mater-
ial) are similar to guaA, except that for some of them, a
structure prediction cannot be reliably made. Most of
these proteins have known functions or there exists a
similar sequence with a known function (identified from a
PSI-BLAST search). These functions are not similar to
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Table 5

Active site identification for each member of the UPF0017 family.

Name PDB tp Score N M Triad Ident

A23D_DROME 1broA sq 6.3 398 52 9S192 9D328 9H359 0.19
A23D_DROME 1broA tt 8.8 398 52 9S192 9D328 9H359 0.19
A23D_DROME 1ede_ tt 8.5 398 52 9S192 9D328 9H359 0.14
A23D_DROME 1thtA tt 5.0 398 52 S192 9D328 9H359 0.14
A23D_DROME 1ede_ br 3.7 398 52 9S192 9D328 9H359 0.18
EMB8_PICGL 1thtA tt 6.3 457 76 9S231 9D361 9H390 0.18
HPS1_HUMAN 1broA tt 8.7 425 39 9S207 9D345 9H376 0.18
HPS1_HUMAN 1broA br 5.1 425 39 9S207 9D345 9H376 0.18
Y264_SYNY3 1ede_ tt 4.6 369 37 3S168 9D303 9H334 0.16
Y264_SYNY3 1broA br 3.5 369 37 9S162 9D303 9H334 0.19
YB27_YEAST 1broA tt 6.2 451 42 9S247 9D395 9H423 0.20
YB27_YEAST 1broA br 3.6 451 42 9S247 9D395 9H423 0.23
YB27_YEAST 1yasA tt 4.6 451 42 9S247 9D395 9H423 0.16
YHET_ECOLI 1broA tt 7.8 340 73 9S153 9D280 9H308 0.18
YHET_ECOLI 1broA br 4.3 340 73 9S153 9D280 9H308 0.21
YHET_ECOLI 1ede_ tt 5.9 340 73 9S153 9D280 9H308 0.18
YHET_ECOLI 1broA sq 4.9 340 73 9S153 9D280 3H318 0.22
YM60_YEAST 1broA tt 7.3 449 53 9S232 9D364 9H392 0.18
YP95_YEAST 1yasA tt 4.9 456 37 9S251 9D399 9H428 0.17
YYC5_CAEEL 1broA br 5.8 375 66 9S189 8D315 9H344 0.18
YYC5_CAEEL 1broA tt 11.8 375 66 9S189 8D315 9H344 0.17

Column headings are the same as those in Table 3. Note that all sequences listed in this table are from the UPF0017 family annotated in the
SWISS-PROT database.



those known in the α/β hydrolase fold family. In addition,
the threading scores shown in the Supplementary material
are all less than 6, which is far below the significance
threshold value of 10. Thus, we cannot make function pre-
dictions from these threading alignments.

ORFs with catalytic activity missed by our prediction
method
Are there members of the α/β hydrolase fold family with
hydrolase activity in the E. coli genome that are missed by
our function prediction method? The answer is: ‘possibly’.
Table 6 lists three possible candidates.

Protein gi1787244 (gi, GenBank protein sequence ID) is
suspected to be a member of the α/β hydrolase fold
family because of the relatively high-scoring threading
prediction (9.0) to the bromoperoxidase structure (PDB
code 1bro [14]) and because a PSI-BLAST search of
similar sequences found a dipeptidyl peptidase with an
Evalue = 2.0 × 10–30 and a lipase precursor with Evalue =
1.0 × 10–23, which is typical of the α/β hydrolase fold family;
only two catalytic residues, Cys and His, can be identified,
however. This situation is similar to that of the proteins
listed in Table 3b. If the protein does have a catalytic triad
as in other α/β hydrolases, the missing residue should be an
Asp or a Glu located somewhere between the Cys and His
positions. But from the conservation profile, no conserved
Asp or Glu can be found in this region. The protein there-
fore probably does not have the usual catalytic triad as in
other α/β hydrolases and could be a novel member of the
family with a distinct function. 

Protein gi1787587 seems to have lost its catalytic function.
The threading scores for this protein are significant (the sig-
nificance threshold is about 10; A.G., unpublished data),
and a PSI-BLAST search of similar sequences found a car-
boxylesterase with an Evalue = 2.0 × 10–52. Two of the three
triad residues can be identified (Table 6). gi1787587 has an
Ala at the nucleophilic center position (central shaded area
in Figure 5). This position in related sequences always con-
tains a Ser, the triad residue that is replaced by Ala in
gi1787587. The position must be occupied by a nucleophile
and the sidechain of Ala cannot serve this function; there-
fore, the protein cannot function as a hydrolase enzyme.

Note that a single base mutation (from UCX to GCX,
where X can be any base) could lead to the change from Ser
to Ala. This case can be thought of as evolution in action,
provided that it is not a sequencing error.

Errors in sequencing could lead not only to mismatches
in the active site, but also to frame shifts in the reading
frame. This is a possible explanation of the result for
protein gi2367305. From the threading alignment to the
α/β hydrolase 1din (Figure 6a), one could see that the first
160 residues of the gene aligned well with the crystal
structure 1din. After that, the alignment becomes essen-
tially random. Only one of the catalytic triad residues, the
Cys134 at site 2 (Figure 6a), could be identified. Interest-
ingly, by searching sequences similar to gi2367305 in
SWISS-PROT, YSGA_ECOLI was found. YSGA_ECOLI
and gi2367305 correspond to the same DNA sequence
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Figure 5

Comparison of alignments to demonstrate possible loss of function
due to point mutation. The E. coli protein sequence under investigation
is gi1787244. The alignments were shown only around the
nucleophilic elbow region. The top two lines were produced by
threading [23] and the rest were from the multiple sequence alignment
produced by a PSI-BLAST [7] search using the E. coli sequence as a
query. Note that the identity of the residue at the nucleophilic site is an
unusual Ala, rather than a Ser, for proteins with similar sequences
(shaded area in the middle). The protein sequences are addressed by
the database name and an identifier. pdb, sp, gi, gnl|PID, and pir
indicate Protein Data Bank, SWISS-PROT, GenBank, General Protein
Identifier, and PIR database, respectively.

gi1787244 HYAVVGHALGALVGMQLALD
pdb|1broA DAVLVGFSMGTGEVARYVSS

gi1787244 HYAVVGHALGALVGMQLALD
gi2935027 AAHFVGLSMGGAIAQWLGAH
gi2649734 RFVLVGHSFGTMISMRYCVE
sp|BPA1_STRAU DVTLVAHSMGGELARYVGRH
gnl|PID|d1011335 NTVLVGFSMGGEVTRYLGKY
gi1177721 EAGFVGNSMGGHTSLRMAIE
gnl|PID|e306709 RVPLVGNSLGGGTAVRFALD
gi2072006 DVVHVGHSTGGEVARYVARH
pir|JC4161 GAVHVGHSTGGGEVVRYMAR
pir|A55211 GAVHIGHSTGGEVARYVARA
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Table 6

ORFs with a high threading score, but no fully functional triad.

PID PDB tp Score N M Triad Ident Database annotation

1787244 1broA tt 9.0 310 45 8C121 – 9H285 0.16 Dipeptidyl peptidase
1787587 1broA tt 11.8 266 58 – 8D209 9H237 0.22 Carboxylesterase
2367305 1din_ tt 13.7 332 47 8C134 – – 0.20 Dienelactone hydrolase

Column headings are the same as those in Table 3. – indicates sites at which no residue with appropriate identities could be found in the
sequence-to-structure alignments. 



stored in GenBank, but only the first 183 residues of the
two proteins are the same. The rest are different due to a
reading frame shift that was introduced in the translation
from the DNA sequence to YSGA_ECOLI. It is not clear
what the exact reason for introducing the frame shift is,
but it is probably because, with this frame shift, a stronger
sequence similarity can be found to other known protein
sequences. Using the sequence of YSGA_ECOLI, the
alignment to 1din was greatly improved so that we could
identify all the catalytic triad residues at sites 2, 4 and 5
(Figure 6b). With YGSA and the 16 ORFs listed in
Table 3a, we have so far identified 17 E. coli ORFs of the
original 651 hits that are predicted to have the α/β hydro-
lase fold and have hydrolase activity.

The sequences shown in Table 6 were found by checking
those E. coli protein sequences that, according our pre-
diction algorithms, have high threading scores but no

functional catalytic triads. Except for those listed in Table 6,
the E. coli protein with the highest threading score not
predicted to have a functional catalytic triad is ybaC
(Table 3b). ybaC is predicted to fold like 1broA with a
threading score of 7.0. It also shows that function predic-
tion can help validate structure predictions, especially for
alignments where the significance of the score is not over-
whelming, thereby expanding the applicable scope of the
threading structure prediction methods.

Discussion
Our function prediction method has three key components:
a 3D motif that summarizes the structure and sequence
variations of the active site of the α/β hydrolase fold family;
alignments between a query sequence and structurally
known proteins that are produced by a threading fold pre-
diction algorithm; and a conservation profile produced by a
multiple sequence alignment to the query sequence. By
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Figure 6

Reading frame shift in YGSA. (a) Alignment
between gi12367305 (YGSA without the
frame shift) and 1din. (b) Alignment between
YGSA and 1din. YGSA and gi12367305
correspond to the same DNA sequence in
GenBank. The alignments were produced by
the hybrid-threading algorithm using the ‘tt’
scoring function (which uses structural
information). The numbers above the
sequences denote the conservation profile on
a 0–9 scale (the same as that described in
the legend of Figure 4). 

          0927244532 4322222313 2333143232 423218       22326418 2542254327
gi2367305 MPLASTIVQT PDDAIVAGFT SIPSQGDNMP AYHARP---- --KQSDGPLP VVIVVQEIFG
1din_     ---------- ---------- -MLTEGISIQ SYDGHTFGAL VGSPAKAPAP VIVIAQEIFG

                                                                       1

          2111131131 1762194242 446344333      121212 3121221111 1211311222
gi2367305 VHEHIRDICR RLALEGYLAI APELYFREG- ----DPNDFA DIPTLLSGLV AKVPDSQVLA
1din_     VNAFMRETVS WLVDQGYAAV CPDLYARQAP GTALDPQDER QREQAYK-LW QAFDMEAGVG

          4323322121 1233511444 3292619812 4313621142 335342335      131221
gi2367305 DLDHVASWAS RNGGDVHRLM ITGFCWGGRI TWLYAAHNPQ LKAAVAWYG- ----KLTGDK
1din_     DLEAAIRYAR HQPYSNGKVG LVGYCLGGAL AFLVAAKG-Y VDRAVGYYGV GLEKQLNKVP

2                        3

          12113           21511 2121213244 3572292153 1222116233 5586355355
gi2367305 SLNSP----- -----KQPVD IATDLNAGFS AYMVVRITAF RRRALKPCAR RCGLLMRKQR
1din_     EVKHPALFHM GGQDHFVPAP SRQLITEGFG ANPLLQVHWY EEAG------ --------HS

                        4 5

          6446840044 448  44484 4444484466 6649490000 0000000000 0000000000
gi2367305 LSCTRTPGMH STL--IIARA IMPHLQKMAG SVCWNGLSSM VGRSRCNEKR PGGITTRFGF
1din_     FARTSSSGYV ASAAALANER TLDFLAPLQS ---------- ---------- ----------

          0000000000 0000000000 0000000000 0000000000 0000000000 0000000000
gi2367305 YPRRKFCAAC TMFASAARVS GQPRVFRPQS GLTHRRSAGM RFAAFFSKAS IHSTLGTFGE
1din_     ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------

          0956333422 3421223423 2433152222 4242192222 6418253216 4327211113 
YSGA      MPLASTIVQT PDDAIVAGFT SIPSQGDNMP AYHARPKQSD GPLPVVIVVQ EIFGVHEHIR
1din_     .......... ....MLTEGI SIQSYDGHFG ALVGSPAKA. .PAPVIVIAQ EIFGVNAFMR

                                                                 1

          1131176219 4242446344 3331212123 1212211111 2113112224 3233221211
YSGA      DICRRLALEG YLAIAPELYF REGDPNDFAD IPTLLSGLVA KVPDSQVLAD LDHVASWASR
1din_     ETVSWLVDQG YAAVCPDLYA RQADPQDERQ REQAYKLWQA FDMEAGV.GD LEAAIRYARH

          2335114443 2926198124 3136211423 3534233513 1221121132 1511212121
YSGA      NGGDVHRLMI TGFCWGGRIT WLYAAHNPQL KAAVAWYGKL TGDKSLNSPK QPVDIATDLN
1din_     QPYSNGKVGL VGYCLGGALA FLVAAKG.YV DRAVGYYG.. .....VGLEK QLNKVPEVKH

                        2                        3

          3244357229 2153122211 2123523232 2223116534 4926222224 2423274235
YSGA      AGLGLYGGQD NSIPQESVET MRQALRAANA KAEIIVYPDA GHAFNADYRP SYHAASAEDG
1din_     PALFHMGGQD HFVPAPSRQL ITEGF.GANP LLQVHWYEEA GHSFARTSSS GYVASAAALA

                   4 5

          6233326542 4778000
YSGA      WQRMLEWFKQ YGGKKSL
1din_     NERTLDFLAP LQS....

(a)

(b)
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combining the information obtained from these three com-
ponents, we can answer the following two questions: are the
active-site residues appropriate for a given function? And,
are the residues conserved? Depending on the answers to
these questions, function predictions may or may not be
made. Thus, the method naturally unites the information
provided by several established methods (FFF, Hybrid
Threading and PSI-BLAST) and creates a semiautomated
tool for functional analysis of protein sequences.

Our function prediction method is distinguished from
others because it uses structural information, which should
make it more specific than those purely sequence motif
based methods, such as BLOCKS [11] and PROSITE [10].
Our method is also different from the 3D templates method
[27,28], which requires precise coordinates of the sidechain
atoms for active site identification. The method of Wallace
et al. [27] is only suitable for high-resolution protein struc-
tures. In contrast, our method requires only Cα coordinates
and can be employed on predicted protein structures [14].

In general, in the twilight zone of sequence similarity, the
alignments produced by various threading algorithms are
known to be unreliable [5,29]. How, then, can one identify
active-site residues from such alignments? The problem
was partly overcome in our method by not only considering
the optimum alignment, but also a number of alternative
alignments in the top hits produced by threading using dif-
ferent scoring functions. Furthermore, confidence in the
prediction is raised by seeking consistency in the multiple
alignment; as shown here, the use of the conservation
profile reduces the chances of accidental matches. 

Failure to recognize the active-site residues can also be
caused by sequencing errors and incorrect fold predic-
tions. These can often be identified when there is con-
flicting evidence between the parts of the method, such as
in the examples (Tables 3, 6, and the Supplementary
material) illustrated in this paper, due to the absence of
conserved triads. 

The methods demonstrated in this paper can be easily
implemented given a database of annotations of functional
sites of proteins. To construct such a database, caution must
be taken to ensure that the annotations are systematic and
consistent. We propose use of the backbone coordinates of
the active-site residues to represent a 3D motif of the
active site of the α/β hydrolase fold family. It should be
possible to extend this to other protein families, which
could lead to the construction of a functional site data-
base. Functionally important sites in a known protein
structure can also be determined by checking atomic
contacts between the protein and the ligands (PDBSUM
at http://www.biochem.ac.uk/asm/pdmsum/index.html), or
by using the 3D templates of active sites as proposed by
Wallace et al. [27].

Function prediction, as described in this paper, identifies
catalytic sites, but the exact substrate specificity of the pre-
dicted members of the α/β hydrolase fold family was not
determined. As it is known that substrate specificity can
often be severely altered by a few mutations in the binding
pocket near the catalytic site of the enzymes [30], it is
thought that prediction of the substrate specificity would be
difficult in the absence of strong sequence similarity to
experimentally well characterized proteins. Many of the
predicted α/β hydrolases have little sequence similarity to
the known α/β hydrolases. To identify their substrate speci-
ficity, one must rely on experiments. Alternatively, one can
try to identify patterns or motifs in the binding pockets that
determine the specificity on the enzymes. 

In conclusion, we have described a function prediction
method that is successful for the proteins belonging to the
α/β hydrolase fold family encoded in the E. coli genome.
The results demonstrate that a gap exists between protein
fold prediction and function prediction, and that, by using
a 3D motif of the active site, one can identify the active-
site residues in a predicted fold and, thus, verify the valid-
ity of the fold prediction. 

Materials and methods
3D motif of the active site
The 3D motif of the active site for the α/β hydrolase fold family contains
two components: the 9–Cα coordinates, which are from the Cα atoms
of the catalytic triad (the His–Asp–Ser triad in 1gpl) residues and the
flanking i–1 and i+1 residues for each triad residue; and variations of
the identities of the triad residues, which in our case, restricts one of
the triad residues to His. 

To search a known protein structure for this 3D motif, we considered
all triplets of Cα atoms whose distances from each other are within
12 Å, and require that one of the Cαs should be from a His residue.
Such triplets, along with the flanking residues (i±1 positions), form
‘candidate’ 9–Cα scaffolds that can be compared to the 3D motif by
3D superimposition. The triplets that have RMSDs (<1.0 Å) in the
known protein structures are predicted to be functional triads.

The threading algorithm
The details of the hybrid threading algorithm used in this study can be
found in [23]. The algorithm threads a query sequence through a library
of structures using dynamic programming. Three different scoring
functions are used: the first one (sq) uses sequence information only;
the second one (br) uses sequence similarity and burial status of the
residues; and the third one (tt) uses tertiary contact as well as secondary
structure, burial status and sequence information. The structural library
used was collected from the FSSP database, which contains 1038
structures with less than 30% pairwise sequence identity among them. 

Conservation profile
Conservation profiles were calculated from the multiple sequence
alignments produced by PSI-BLAST [7]. The PSI-BLAST search was
performed in the ‘nonredundant database’ maintained by NCBI (National
Center for Biotechnology Information). The default gap introduction
and extension parameters were used. The mutation matrix used for
alignment score calculation was BLOSUM62. The threshold E-value
was chosen to be 0.05. 

The procedure for calculating the conservation profile is as follows:
perform PSI-BLAST search using an E. coli ORF as a query; delete gaps
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introduced into the query from the multiple sequence alignment pro-
duced by the PSI-BLAST search; for each column in the multiple align-
ment, ignoring the gaps, count the total number of letters (L0) and the
number of occurrences of the most populated letters (L); and for each
column in the multiple alignment, calculate K = 10*L/L0 and round K to
an integer. If L0 is less than 5, then K is set to zero. The values of K for
each column in the multiple alignment constitute the conservation profile.

Supplementary material
A table showing structure/function predictions for ORFs with one or
none conserved triad residue is available as Supplementary material
published with this paper on the internet.
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S1Supplementary material

Table S1 — a supplement to Table 3

Structure/function predictions for E. coli ORFs for members in the a/b hydrolase fold family.

ORFs with one or none conserved triad residue. These ORFs were predicted either not to have hydrolase activity or not to have an a/b
hydrolase fold.

PID* Name† PDB‡ tp§ Score# N¶ M¥ Triad** Ident†† Database annotation‡‡

1786231 yabF 1din_ tt 2.5 176 25 3S69 3E110 3H146 0.15 NAD(P)H oxidoreductase
1786277 ftsW 2ace_ br 3.9 414 401 1D85 2D197 2H295 0.20 Cell division protein†
1786390 cutF 1din_ sq 3.4 236 3 0D115 0D158 0H189 0.18 Copper homeostasis protein†
1786416 gmhA 1cex_ sq 2.6 192 45 2S89 2D148 3H164 0.15 Phosphoheptose isomerase†
1786598 sbcD 1cvl_ sq 4.2 400 56 2D119 2D298 2H318 0.18 Exonuclease SbcD†
1786847 ybeF 1yasA tt 3.7 266 235 2S75 2D207 3H244 0.20 Transcriptional regulator
1787391 1cex_ tt 2.8 224 53 5S96 2E154 3H168 0.12 Repressor
1787463 hemK 1broA br 3.9 277 364 7D115 1D211 2H238 0.18 Protoporphyrinogen oxidase
1787463 hemK 1broA tt 4.3 277 364 7D115 1D211 2H238 0.17
1787500 oppF 1din_ tt 4.5 334 415 3C170 4D224 1H254 0.18 Oligopeptide transport

ATP-binding†
1787972 1din_ tt 3.3 248 392 3D119 6D173 2H217 0.16 ABC transporter
1788100 1thtA sq 4.1 314 265 1D91 1D206 3H233 0.17 Transcription regulator
1788169 yebB 1ede_ br 4.0 233 4 0C66 0E199 0H218 0.17 Not found
1788253 fliK 1tca_ sq 5.8 375 36 2D121 2E193 2H238 0.20 Hook-length control protein†
1788714 1broA br 3.8 394 30 2S183 7E338 2H373 0.21 Formyl CoA transferase
1788714 1broA tt 5.3 394 30 1S195 7E338 2H373 0.17
1788716 1ac5_ br 3.8 564 201 2S200 4D400 1H498 0.18 Oxylyl-CoA decarboxylase

(PDB:1poxA)*
1788728 1broA tt 4.6 361 110 3S101 6E207 2H240 0.16 Aminopeptidase (PDB:1chmA)*
1788854 guaA 1ac5_ br 3.6 525 285 9D239 3D422 2H487 0.17 GMP synthase†

(PDB:1gpmA)*
1788978 1ede_ sq 4.3 469 1 0D204 0E326 0H355 0.14 NADP-specific GLU

dehydrogenase
1789177 1cvl_ sq 4.1 268 102 9D61 2E227 0H255 0.18 Ubiquitin ligase
2367172 prfB 1yasA sq 3.6 365 197 4D79 2D227 2H253 0.17 Peptide chain release factor†
1789409 yqiA 1yasA br 3.6 193 5 2S69 0D147 0H172 0.18 Ser/Thr-specific kinase
1789760 pabA 1yasA br 4.6 187 187 7C54 2E151 1H178 0.20 Para-aminobenzoate 

synthetase†
1789775 yhfQ 1cex_ sq 3.8 261 101 1D93 1D149 2H159 0.19 Fructokinase
1790147 yidZ 1thtA sq 4.0 319 243 2S165 1E239 2H267 0.16 Transcriptional regulator
2367274 1ac5_ sq 4.6 427 22 4S171 2D338 2H398 0.17 Nonmuscle heavy chain A
2367292 aslB 2ace_ br 4.4 411 91 7S129 2E226 3H311 0.18 Arylsulfatase regulator†
2367292 aslB 2ace_ sq 4.4 411 91 7S129 2D213 3H311 0.20
1790496 yjcC 1ede_ tt 4.1 528 64 3S254 8D423 1H459 0.14 Nitrogen fixation factor
1790790 yjiK 1yasA sq 4.3 323 4 0D86 0D200 0H227 0.18 Extracellular nuclease
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